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Without further ado, here are the 5 Gears in a visual form
to give you detail and context (Figure 3.2). Many people hang
this tool up in their break rooms at work or on their
refrigerator at home.

Each one of you has a personal gearbox, 5 Gears, plus
reverse, at your disposal to use in your daily life. Some of you
already intuitively shift up and down into the right gears with
ease, similar to having driven a car for many years, where you
no longer have to think about the individual mechanics of
going from point A to point B. You are not analyzing your
shifting; you just do it.

Others of you are less than competent with regard to the
way you are driving your life: You have not been aware that

Figure 3.2 The 5 Gears Tool
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What about you?What is your gear order? It is time to start
understanding your personal gear order.

You can use the 5 Gears image (Figure 10.1) as a reminder
to help you rank your gear order. Here are your instructions in
order to get started.

1. Get to reality. Think about your gear order for what it
really is, not what you want it to be.

2. Start from the top.Which gear is the one you are in the most?
3. Move to the bottom. Which gear is the hardest for you to

hit?
4. Make the list in order from left to right with the first gear

being the one you truly are in the most and the last being
the hardest to get to.

Figure 10.1 The 5 Gears Tool
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his clients. The organization is the broader company and its
influence. For instance, youmightwork for a division or a team,
but get paid by an association or a company. Lastly, community
could include a neighborhood, an area, or a specific city.

The interesting part about the five circles of influence is that
most of us have compartmentalized each one.We could be one
character type to our family, a different person at work, and an
entirely different person to the community. The key to long-
term respect and sustainable influence is for you to become
consistent throughout all five circles.

Each circle of influence affects the other. For example, I
know a couple, both work, and they have a disabled teenager
who requires a full-time nurse. This family situation affects all

Figure 11.1 GiANT 5 Circles of Influence
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Call It, Own It, Respond, and Execute

This challenge requires that you get to the core of who you
are. At GiANT, we share a tool for self-awareness called the
Core Process (Figure 14.1).

■ Call It—Be honest with the issue at hand. Get real and
name it.

■ Own It—Admit it. Know yourself and admit that the
issue is yours to own.

■ Respond—Lead yourself with a plan to respond to what
you have owned.

■ Execute—Choose a time to implement your plan of
response.

We have given you the challenge. It is your time to
execute.
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Figure 14.1 Core Process Tool
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Anna’s nurturer voice is often trampled and outweighed
by theneed anddemands of the family and family life. I just had
to show her a different way of managing her life and time and
relationships through the gears. I asked her if her gearswere the
same during the week as the weekend. She responded that it
depended onwhether her husband had the children. If he did,
shewas able to utilizemore of a second gear; if she had the kids,
she was back at 4th gear for the entire weekend.

My suggestion to her was that she come to work in
more of a 3rd gear, as she can be social with her co-workers
and almost switch off from her life outside the office. She
agreed and has been implementing that approach in the
office. Because she is easily engrossed in her work, she is
able to easily switch into 4th and 5th gears for work
purposes as and when needed.

She has been in total agreement with this plan and has
been happier as she has gotten comfortable with this new
schedule and style of work.

We began to chart out her life and the reality of what her
day is like versus her desired and achieved time (see
Table 14.1). She has been working hard on implementing
the gears in her life and it has become noticeable.

Table 14.1 Core Process Tool

Current Achievable/Desired

Time Gear Time Gear

7am 4 7am 1
12pm 3 (4/5) 12pm 3 (4/5)
4pm 3 (4/5) 4pm 3 (4/5)
8pm 4 8pm 2
10pm 4 10pm 1
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